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ABSTRACT

We onstru t the rst pseudo-random generators with logarithmi
seed length that onvert s bits of hardness into
s (1) bits of 2-sided pseudo-randomness for any s. This
improves [8℄ and gives a dire t proof of the optimal hardness vs. randomness tradeo in [15℄. A key element in our
onstru tion is an augmentation of the standard low-degree
extension en oding that exploits the eld stru ture of the
underlying spa e in a new way.
1.

orem 1. The less dire t route omprises two steps: rst, one
onstru ts a hitting-set generator (HSG) that onverts s bits
of hardness into s (1) bits of 1-sided pseudo-randomness.
This was the route taken by [15℄; we give one ne essary definition and the result below:
Definition 1. (-HSG) An -HSG for size s is a fun tion
H : f0; 1gt ! f0; 1gm su h that for all ir uits C of size at
most s whose a eptan e probability is at least :

Prz [C (H (z)) = 1℄ > 0:

INTRODUCTION

One of the most intriguing and a tive areas in omplexity theory on erns the power of randomized algorithms.
It is now known that BPP (randomized polynomial-time
with two-sided error) and RP (randomized polynomial-time
with one-sided error) oin ide with P under the plausible assumption that some language in E requires exponential-size
ir uits. In other words, within the ontext of polynomial
running time, randomness probably does not help. This remarkable on lusion is the result of a long line of resear h foused on \hardness vs. randomness" tradeo s, ulminating
with [9℄ (with subsequent improvements and simpli ations
in [17, 7, 8, 15℄). In general, given a hard language L in E,
these tradeo s give deterministi simulations of BPP whose
running time depends inversely on the ir uit omplexity of
L.
The rough outlines of the derandomization pi ture { namely, the hardness assumption under whi h BPP = P { have
been known for several years now. Only re ently have the
ner details been lled in giving the \ orre t" quantitative
tradeo (up to a polynomial slowdown) between hardness
and randomness, stated in the following theorem of [15℄:
Theorem 1 ([15℄). If there exists a fun tion family f =
ffn g in E with ir uit omplexity at least s(n), then
O
BPTIME(`)  DTIME(2O(s (` )) ):
There are urrently two potential routes to proving The1
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(1)

Given a fun tion f : f0; 1glog n !
f0; 1g with ir uit omplexity at least s, one an onstru t
an 1=m-HSG H : f0; 1gO(log n) ! f0; 1gm for size m ir uits
with m = s (1) ; moreover, H an be omputed in nO(1) time
with ora le a ess to f .
Theorem 2

([15℄).

The se ond step utilizes a result of [1℄ (see [3℄ for a simpler proof) stating that HSGs suÆ e to derandomize BPP;
Theorem 1 then follows.
An alternative, more dire t route entails building a pseudorandom generator (PRG) that onverts s bits of hardness
into s (1) bits of 2-sided pseudo-randomness. Motivated in
part by the onne tion between extra tors and PRGs disovered by Trevisan [19℄, onsiderable attention has re ently
been fo used on attaining su h a onstru tion [17, 7, 8℄, so
far without su ess. The best known onstru tion prior to
this paper is due to [8℄; we give one ne essary de nition and
the result below:
Definition 2. (-PRG) An -PRG for size s is a fun tion
G : f0; 1gt ! f0; 1gm su h that for all ir uits C of size at
most s:

j Prz [C (G(z)) = 1℄ Prx [C (x) = 1℄j  :

(2)

log n !
([8℄). Given a fun tion f : f0; 1g
ir uit omplexity at least s, one an onstru t
an 1=m-PRG G : f0; 1gO(log n) ! f0; 1gm for size m ir uits
with m = s (1= log log log n) ; moreover, G an be omputed in
nO(1) time with ora le a ess to f .
Theorem 3

f0; 1g with

Theorem 3 is not suÆ ient to obtain Theorem 1. Our
main result is the onstru tion of(1)an \optimal" PRG that
onverts s bits of hardness into s bits of 2-sided pseudorandomness, improving Theorem 3 and resolving an open
question raised by [8℄ and [15℄.

Theorem 4

(this paper).

f

Given a fun tion

: f0; 1glog n ! f0; 1g

with ir uit omplexity at least s, one an onstru t an 1=mPRG G : f0; 1gO(log n) ! f0; 1gm for size m ir uits with
m = s (1) ; moreover, G an be omputed in nO(1) time with
ora le a ess to f .

One ni e onsequen e of this theorem is that it gives a dire t, self- ontained proof of Theorem 1, without appealing
to [1℄. Our PRG also avoids the expli it hardness ampli ation phase that was required in most prior (NW-style)
PRGs, by onverting worst- ase hardness dire tly into 2sided randomness. The only other su h PRG onstru tion
whi h ir umvents hardness ampli ation2is due to [15℄, but
it has a non-optimal seed length of O(log n= log s).
Theorem 4 shows in a pre ise sense the equivalen e (up to
a polynomial) between hardness and 2-sided pseudo-randomness, something that was not known previously. It is folklore
(see also [7℄)1 that s-bits of 2-sided pseudo-randomness (in
the form a 2 -PRG for size s with seed-length t) gives rise to
s bits of hardness (in the form of a fun tion f : f0; 1gt+1 !
f0; 1g with ir uit omplexity at least s). The other dire tion is onsiderably more diÆ ult; our main theorem gives
the rst onversion in the other dire tion with only \reasonable"
losses: from the aforementioned fun tion, we onstru t
a 21 -PRG for size s (1) with seed length O(t). Thus we give
the rst optimal redu tion from hard fun tions to PRGs, in
the sense of [7℄ { any redu tion that does signi antly better
produ es a harder fun tion than the one originally supplied
to it.
From another persepe tive, PRGs, like extra tors, have
been used in (often omplexity theoreti ) appli ations to
prove statements beyond their intended derandomization
onsequen e (see, e.g., [11, 10, 12, 6℄). From this viewpoint, PRGs are \tools" for onverting between two fundamental resour es { hardness and pseudo-randomness { and
it is useful to have optimal PRGs at our disposal for use in
omplexity theoreti and other appli ations.
Finally, our PRG builds on the new algebrai PRG onstru tion in [15℄, and it is possible that some of the algebrai
stru ture that we exploit (whi h goes beyond that whi h is
used in [15℄) may be helpful in improving the extra tor onstru tions in that paper, whi h use the same framework. Indeed, the PRG onstru tion in this paper yields extra tors
via the onne tion between extra tors and ertain PRGs noti ed by Trevisan [19℄. It remains an open problem to onstru t optimal extra tors, and the new te hniques of [18℄
and [15℄ may be able to be pushed further with additional
insight into the algebrai stru ture of these onstru tions;
we hope some of the ideas in this paper an be useful to this
end.
2.

OVERVIEW OF OUR RESULTS

In addition to the HSG in Theorem 1, in [15℄ they also
onstru t a PRG, but it only has the desired seed length
when it is onstru ted from an exponentially hard fun tion.
Nevertheless, it is sign ant in that it is the rst PRG onstru tion not based on [14℄ (with the ex eption of the BlumMi ali-Yao-style PRGs [2, 21℄, whi h are based on a qualitatively stronger hardness assumption). We are able to make
the basi onstru tion of [15℄ work for all hardnesses, using

some new ideas whi h we outline below. Sin e the starting
point for our onstru tion is the PRG of [15℄, we outline
their onstru tion before explaining our improvements.
2.1 The PRG construction of [15]

As a rst step we take the truth table of a hard fun tion (whi h is just a n-bit string x), and en ode it in a
multivariate low-degree polynomial px so that given i, we
an easily ompute a lo ation at whi h the evaluation of the
polynomial gives us xi . This is almost the usual \low-degree
extension" en oding of x, however for te hni al reasons it
is slightly non-standard in [15℄.
The polynomial p is dened over the ve tor spa e Fdq (where Fq denotes the nite
eld of q elements), but we an also view Fdq as the extension eld Fqd . The multipli ative group of Fqd is y li , so
there is an 2 Fqd (a primitive element) that generates this
group. On e we have , we an write down the evaluations
of px0 at every
point in the order imposed by { namely
px ( ); px ( 1 ); px ( 2 ); : : :.
A rst attempt at building a PRG is to use the seed
to hoose a lo ation in this list of evaluations of px , and
output m su essive evaluations in the list. It turns
out
that this is an extra tor [15℄ but not yet a PRG1 , and to
see why we need to examine the proof te hnique used by
[15℄ and see where it breaks. The rst step of the proof
is standard: if this onstru tion is not a PRG, then there
is an eÆ ient next-element predi tor f that given the rst
m 1 output elements, outputs the m-th element with nonnegligible probability.
In our ase, the next-element predi tor predi
ts
px ( j +m ) from the m 1 previous evaluations
px ( j +1 ); px ( j +2 ); : : : ; px ( j +m 1 ), for any j .
Now, we want to use f to build a small ir uit that omputes xi given input i, ontradi ting the hardness of x. The
idea ( rst used in [18℄) is roughly this: we hardwire the rst
m 1 evaluations in the list into the ir uit, and use f to
predi t the m-th evaluation; we then use f on the rst m 2
evaluations in the list together with the just-predi ted value
to predi t the (m +1)-st evaluation, and so on down the list.
If f were errorless, this would give us a way to ompute
every evaluation, and sin e xi is one of these evaluations,
we would be able to ompute xi given i. In a tuality, f
makes many errors, but we an over ome that by exploiting
the error- orre ting properties of low-degree polynomials.
Spe i ally, we use the predi tor along a random urve at
ea h step, and apply error orre tion along that urve. A
good portion of [15℄ was devoted to making this general idea
a tually work, and we won't delve into the details here.
But, there is a more serious problem with our PRG attempt. The running time of the above pro edure is proportional to the number of steps it takes. No matter how
we \embed" x into px, there will be some i for whi h xi is
at least n steps away, and the size of our ir uit will be at
least n, whi h is far too large to ontradi t the hardness of
x (whi h is a priori less than n). In fa t it seems that any
su h sequential use of a single predi tor will su er from the
same problem.
In [15℄, this problem is over ome by arranging to have
several di erent predi tors available, working at larger and
larger \strides." By swit hing from one predi tor to the
next, they are able to \travel" from the lo ations of the
hardwired evaluations to any given lo ation in Fdq in only
1 In this dis ussion we ignore the distin tion between outputting m eld elements and outputting m bits.

poly(m) steps. The pri e for having several predi tors is
that they end up with several \ andidate" PRGs, only one
of whi h is guaranteed to be a PRG. The standard thing
to do in this situation is to XOR the andidate PRGs with
independent seeds, whi h produ es a single PRG, but blows
up the seed length. It is this blow-up that prevents [15℄ from
a hieving PRGs with logarithmi seed length for all ex ept
exponential hardnesses.
2.2 Our improvements

In this paper we suggest a method for making a single
predi tor work, by altering the en oding of x. The general
ideadis to for e the evaluation of px at any given lo ation
in Fq to be repeated in a small number of arefully hosen
di erent lo ations in Fdq . Then, after using the predi tor for
a small number of steps, we will have learned the evaluations
of px at enough \faraway" lo ations to \jump" to a remote
lo ation and begin predi ting there.
The hallenge is to arrange the lo ations of repeated values so that
this \jumping" allows us to get to any lo ation in Fdq in only poly(m) steps (and that the required sequen e of predi tor invo ations an be easily omputed).
It turns out
that the following s heme works: we ensure
thatd px( i ) = px( iq ) for all i (here we use riti ally that
q
= , so ea h lo ation has at most d 1 asso iated lo ations with the same value). We illustrate a single \jump" in
this s heme. Suppose for some j we have used the predi tor
to learn values px( j ); px( j+1 ); : : : ; px ( j+(m 1)q ). Then
we also know the values
d
d
d
px ( jq ); px ( jq +1 ); : : : ; px ( jq +(m 1) )
sin e multiplying the exponent on by q in ea h of these
evaluations gives exponents j; j +q; j +2
q; : : : j +(m 1)q . We
an therefore \jump" to lo ation jqd , and begin predi ting there, sin e we know the requisite m 1 values needed
to get the predi tor started. Of ourse in this simpli ed presentation we are ignoring the fa t that all of the te hniques
of [15℄ for handling error- orre tion along urves, et ... must
be integrated, but with some e ort this an be done.
In order to handle error- orre tion, we need px to be a
low-degree polynomial, but then it is impossiblei to simultaneously enfor e the above onstraint (that px ( ) = px ( iq )
for all i). We nesse this issue by allowing px to map into
an expanded range Fqd (instead of Fq ). The en oding is no
longer a low-degree polynomial; however, viewing Fqd as Fdq ,
ea h oordinate of px is a low-degree polynomial. This allows us to ontinue to use the error- orre tion properties of
the original en oding while also bene ting from the ability
to \jump" between lo ations using a single predi tor.
The en oding we end up with turns out to be quite ni e
mathemati ally. Suppose we take our original row of evaluations of px and write below it the d 1 permutations of the
same list obtained by applying ea h of the non-trivial eld
automorphisms  2 G, where G is the Galois group of Fqd
over Fq . Then the i-th element of the new en oding is the
i-th olumn in this array. Just as [15℄ used riti ally that
multipli ation by orresponds to a linear transform of Fdq ,
wed use (in addition) that all  2 G are linear transforms of
Fq . Finally, we remark that the main new ingredient of our
en oding { the repeated values at di erent lo ations { has
a lean interpretation in terms of the Fourier Transform of
the en oding, whi h we point out in Se tion 3.3.
1

1

1
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3. THE ENCODING

℄ x that en odes
In this se tion we des ribe a fun tion LDE
a string x 2 f0; 1gk . This fun tion resembles a standard
\low-degree extension" with an important additional \periodi ity" property that we des ribe below. We begin with
some preliminaries.

3.1 Preliminaries

We will be working with the eld of q elements, Fq , and the
extension eld Fqd , whi h is a ve tor spa e over Fq . In omputations, we assume that elements of Fqd are represented as
ve tors in Fdq with respe t to some basis f 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; d 1 g,
where
the i are elements of Fqd . The standard basis is

1; z; z2 ; : : : ; zd 1 , where z is an indeterminate, and we
think of Fqd as polynomials in z modulo an irredu ible degree d polynomial p(z).
A very useful alternative basis is a normal basis whi h is a
basis of the form f j 2 Gg, where is an element of the
extension eld and G is the Galois group of the extension. In
our ase the Galois group of Fqd over Fq is y li of order d
and generated by the Frobenius automorphism, 7! q , for
basis for Fqd over Fq has the form
n 2 Fqd . Thus a normal
d o
; q; q ; : : : ; q
, for some 2 Fqd . The \normal
basis theorem," found in most algebra texts, states that a
normal basis exists for any nite Galois extension of elds,
whi h ertainly overs our situation. For our purposes it will
be suÆ ient to observe that a normal basis an be found in
time polynomial in the size of the extension eld.
We will also need the following lemma whi h allows us to
onstru t ertain extension elds using an irredu ible polynomial whose oeÆ ients all lie in a sub eld of the base
eld.
Lemma 1. Let h be a prime power and let a and b be rela2

1

tively prime integers. Then there exists a degree b irredu ible
polynomial over Fha all of whose oeÆ ients lie in Fh .

Proof. The eld Fhab ontains both Fha and Fhb . The
eld Fhb is obtained by adjoining the root of a degree b
polynomial p(z) irredu ible over Fh . The eld Fha ( ) ontains both Fha and Fhb and is ontained in Fhab . However,
no proper sub eld of Fhab an ontain both Fha and Fhb
sin e (a; b) = 1. Therefore Fha ( ) = Fhab , and so p(z) must
be irredu ible over Fha .
A fa qt that we will use heavily is thatq the Frobenius
map
7! is Fq -linearq ; thatq is, ( + ) = q + q for all
; 2 Fq d and (a ) = a for all a 2 Fq and 2 Fq d . The
latter equality follows from the fa t that aq = a i a 2 Fq .
One ni e feature of a normal basis is that exponentiation by
q is simply a y li shift of the oordinates.
The multipli ative group of a nite eld is y li ; a generator of this group is alled a primitive element of the eld.

3.2 The augmented low-degree
n extension
o
Pi k parameters d, h, and q, and let ; q ; q2 ; : : : ; qd 1

be a normal basis for Fqd over Fq . From here on, we assume
that elements of Fqd are stored as ve tors in Fdq with respe t
to this basis; we also identify Fdq with Fqd via this basis. Let
be a primitive element of Fqd .
String x 2 f0; 1gk is the string we wish to en ode. Our
rst step is to en ode x using a low-degree extension. As

in [15℄, this en oding is slightly non-standard. We desire a
fun tion LDEx : Fdq ! Fq with the following properties:
(P 1) LDEx is a d-variate polynomial with total-degree at
most dh, and
(P 2) there exists a polynomial-time omputable fun tion
` : [k℄ ! [q d 1℄ su h that LDEx ( `(i) ) = xi for all
i 2 [k℄.
This is only a slightly more restri tive0 that thed usual s enario in0 whi h we expe t a fun tion ` : [k℄ ! Fq for whi h
LDEx (` (i)) = xi ; here we require that the fun tion have
the form `0 (i) = `(i) . Su h a low-degree extension an be
onstru ted as long as some modest restri tions on h, d, and
q are met2 :
Theorem 5. There exists a fun tion LDEx : Fdq ! Fq
satisfying (P 1) and (P 2) provided h is a prime power, hd >
k, q is a power of h, and (logh q; d) = 1. Given x, LDEx
an be onstru ted in poly(q d ) time.
Sin e q is a power of h we have Fh  Fq . By
Lemma 1, Fqd an be obtained by adjoining the root of
a degree d polynomial p(z) irredu ible over Fq and with
oeÆ ients in Fh . This implies that the set
Proof.

T

=

(d 1
X
i=0

ai z jai 2 Fh

)

i

n f0g

is a subgroup of the multipli ative group of Fqd ; it has order
1 and so setting r = (qd 1)=(hd 1), we have T =
rj
.
j =1;2;:::;hd 1
Now, for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k 1, we ompute ve tor representations for the elements of T , i.e., we ompute a's in Fh so
that ri = Pdj=01 a(ji) zj . The following standard low-degree
extension LDE0x : Fdq ! Fq is not yet our nal polynomial:
LDE0x (y0 ; y1 ; : : : yQd 1 ) =
k
dY1
(yj b)
X1
b2Fh;b6=aji
xi 
(3)
Q
(a(ji) b)
i=0
j =0
b2Fh;b6=aji
It is leard thatd LDE0x has total degree at most hd. Now,
let L : Fq ! Fq be then linear transformo orresponding
to a

q
qd
d 1
hange of basis from ; ; : : : ;
to 1; z; : : : ; z .
Our nal polynomial LDEx is de ned as
LDEx (y0 ; : : : ; yd 1 ) = LDE0x (L(y0 ; : : : ; yd 1 )): (4)
Clearly LDEx has total degree at most hd and therefore
satis es property (P 1). De ning `(i) = ri we see that:
LDEx ( `(i) ) = LDEx ( ri ) = LDE0x (L( ri ))
= LDE0x (a(0i) ; a(1i) ; : : : ; ad(i) 1 ) = xi ;
and ` is learly easy to ompute, so property (P 2) is satised.
Now, let  : Fqd ! Fqd be the Frobenius map and let
i : Fdq ! Fq be the proje tion of the i-th oordinate, for
℄ x : Fq d !
i = 0; 1; : : : d 1. We are seeking a fun tion LDE
Fqd with the following properties:
2 The onditions stated in [15℄ are slightly ina urate, but
this does not a e t their onstru tion.
d
h

( )

℄ x is a d-variate polynomial with total
(P~ 1) for all i, i LDE
degree at most dh, and
(P~ 2) there exists a polynomial-time omputable fun tion
℄ x ( `(i) )) = xi for
` : [k℄ ! [q d 1℄ su h that 0 (LDE
all i 2 [k℄, and
℄ x = LDE
℄ x .
(P~ 3) LDE
It would be easy to a hieve properties (P~ 1) and (P~ 2) by
simply repeating LDEx in ea h of the d oordinates; the
interesting requirement is (P~ 3), and in Se tion 3.3 we show
that is has a lean interpretation in terms of the Fourier
℄ x.
Transform of the fun tion LDE
We an now de ne the augmented low-degree extension
and prove that it satis es the above three properties.
Definition 3

(augmented low-degree extension).

℄ x : Fq d ! Fqd as follows:
Given x 2 f0; 1gk , de ne LDE
d 1
X
j
℄ x (y ) =
LDE
LDEx ( j y )  q :
j =0

(5)

℄x
Theorem 6. The augmented low-degree extension LDE
satis es properties (P~ 1), (P~ 2), and (P~ 3), provided h is a
prime power, hd > k, q is a power of h, and (logh q; d) = 1.
℄ x an be onstru ted in poly(q d ) time.
Given x, LDE
Proof. If follows from the fa t that  is an Fq -linear map
that LDEx  j is a d-variate total degree dh polynomial if
℄ x satis es property (P~ 1).
LDEx is. Hen e LDE
℄ x = LDEx , and therefore LDE
℄x
It is lear that 0 LDE
enjoys property (P~ 2) sin e LDEx satis es the orresponding
property (P 2).
For property (P~ 3), we observe that for all i,
d 1
X

LDE ( ) =

 ℄x

i

( )

=
=

1

j =0

X1
d

j =0
d
X1
j =0

LDEx (

j

i

LDEx (

j i

)

LDEx (

j



i

)

qj

!q

q j +1

)

qj

℄ x ( i );
= LDE

℄ x = LDE
℄ x  as required.
and so LDE

~ )
3.3 Fourier interpretation of property (P3
In this se tion we observe that property (P~ 3), whi h

is
exa tly what we need for our PRG onstru tion, has a lean
mathemati al interpretation. The hara terization in this
se tion is not ne essary for the remainder of the paper however, and the reader may safely skip to the onstru tion of
the PRG in Se tion 4 if they wish.
Definition 4

(finite field Fourier Transform).

Let

n elements and a primitive element of F.
Given a fun tion f : F ! F, the Fourier transform of f is

F be a eld of

given by:

f^(

j

)=

X1

n

i=0

f(

i

)

ij

(6)

and the Inverse Fourier Transform is given by:
n
X1

f(

i

) = n1

j =0

f^(

j

)

ij

(7)

:

We reprodu e the following theorem essentially from [20℄.
It is used there for a presentation of BCH odes, whi h
an be seen as the Fourier transforms of fun tions satisfying
property (P~ 3) and one additional property.
Theorem 7. A fun tion f : Fq d ! Fq d satis es f = f
if and only if the image of f^ is ontained in Fq .
Proof. ()) Suppose that f = f . Then we have for
all j ,
!q n 1
n
X1
X
i ij
j q
^
f( )
(f ( )) =
= f ( i ) ijq

=

i=0
X1

n

i=0

f (

i

)

ijq

=

i=0
X1

n

i=0

f(

iq

)

(iq)j

= f^( j );

whi h implies that f^( j ) 2 Fq (the last equality holds sin e
fiq : i 2 [n℄g = [n℄).
(() Suppose that f^( j ) 2 Fq for all j . Then we have for
all i:
!q  q n 1
n
X1
1
1 X f^( j )q (iq)j
i
j
ij
^
f ( ) =
f( )
=
n
n
= n1

j =0
X1

n

j =0

f^(

j =0

j

)

(iq)j

= f ( ) = f ( );
iq

i

and hen e f = f.
4.

THE PRG CONSTRUCTION

We an now present our PRG onstru tion. As in [15℄
we rst build a PRG over a large (non-binary) alphabet,
and then onvert it to a PRG satisfying the usual de nition
(De nition 2). In pla e of equation (2) in that de nition,
it is suÆ ient to require that there be no eÆ ient next-bit
predi tor { a fun tion that an predi t the i-th bit of output
given the rst i 1 bits of output signi antly better than
random guessing. This alternative requirement turns out to
be the orre t thing to generalize to de ne q-ary PRGs:
Definition 5 (q -ary PRG). Let  be an alphabet of
q elements. A -q -ary PRG for size s is a fun tion G :
f0; 1gt ! m su h that for all 1  i  m and all fun tions
f : i 1 ! ( ) with size s ir uits,
Pry [9j f (G(y)1:::i 1 )j = G(y)i ℄  :
(8)
2

Using an eÆ iently en odable and list-de odable binary
ode, we an easily onvert q-ary PRGs into ordinary PRGs.

k
n

Definition 6. A binary ode C : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g is
n

(; `)-list-de odable if for all r 2 f0; 1g , the set Sr =
fx : (C (x); r)  (1=2 )ng has size at most `. The ode
is eÆ iently en odable if C is omputable in time poly(n),
and eÆ iently list-de odable if Sr an be omputed from r
in time poly(n; `).

By the Johnson bound (see, e.g., [5℄) any family of binary
odes with relative distan e at least 1=2 2 is (;  2 )list-de odable. Guruswami and
Sudan [4℄ give several efiently en odable and (;  2 )-list-de
odable binary odes
with blo klength n = poly(k;  1 ), whi h is suÆ ient for
our purposes. The following lemma (see, e.g., [15℄) is standard { it essentially applies the Goldrei h-Levin hard- ore
bit redu tion to ea h output element of the q-ary PRG:
Lemma 2. Let  be an alphabet of q elements, and let
G : f0; 1gt ! m be a -q -ary PRG for size s. Let C :
f0; 1gk=log q ! f0; 1gn be an
eÆ iently en odable and eÆiently list-de odable (;  2 )-list-de odable ode. Then G0 :
f0; 1gt+log n ! f0; 1gm de ned by:
G0 (y; j ) = C (G(y )1 )j Æ C (G(y )2 )j Æ    Æ C (G(y )m )j
is a 2m-PRG for size s0 , provided s  s0 n + mn O(1) +
(n=)O(1) .
In other words, an (=2m)-q-ary-PRG for size s with output length m an be onverted into a -PRG for size not
mu h smaller than s with no loss in the output length. k
Let S (x) denote the ir uit omplexity of string x 2 f0; 1g ,
viewed as the truth table of a Boolean fun tion. Our main
theorem is the following:
Theorem 8 (main). For every k; d, prime power h, q =
h , string x 2 f0; 1gk and primitive element of Fqd satisfying hd > k and ( ; d) = 1, the fun tion Gx : Fq d ! Fm
qd
de ned as follows:

℄ x ( m y ) (9)
℄ x ( y ) Æ LDE
℄ x ( 2 y ) Æ    Æ LDE
Gx (y ) = LDE
is a -q d -ary PRG for size s, provided S (x) > s  poly(m; q )
and q > ( 4 hd4 log2 q ). Furthermore, Gx is omputable
in poly(q d ) time with ora le a ess to x.

Given an n-bit string x with S (x)  logO(1) n we an
prove Theorem 4 by plugging in the following parameters to
Theorem 8:
 m = S (x)Æ for a suÆ iently small onstant Æ < 1
  = 2m1
 k=n
log k and 2  log k
 d prime between log
m
log m
 h prime between m and 2m
 q smallest power of h larger than (m9 d4 log2 q)
One an verify that k; d; h and q satisfy the
requirements of
Theorem 8,O(1)whi h then produ es a -qd-ary PRG
for size
s = m  log n. Sin e q = poly(m) we have q d = poly(n),
and so applying Lemma 2 gives a 1=m-PRG for size m as required. Note that Theorem 4 is trivial for S (x)  logO(1) n,
as then the identity fun tion suÆ es.
2

5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

In this se tion we give the proof of Theorem 8. Our proof
follows the general outline of [17℄ and [15℄ and resembles the
proof of [15℄ in many respe ts. We in lude it here mainly
be ause there are some riti al new details and the notation is quite di erent from previous a ounts. Moreover,

this se tion makes the results of this paper ompletely selfontained with the ex eption of the following lemma from
[16℄ that allows us to list-de ode low-degree univariate polynomials from very noisy data:
Lemma 3 ([16℄). Given n distin t pairs (xi ;pyi ) in eld
Fq and parameters agree and deg with agree > 2  deg  n,
there are at most 2n=agree degree deg polynomials p su h
that p(xi ) = yi for at least agree pairs. Moreover, a list of
all su h polynomials an be omputed in time poly(n; log q ).
We assume for the purpose of ontradi tion that we have
a next-element predi tor f : Fiqd 1 ! Fq(d ) , omputable
by a size s ir uit, and violating equation (8). For ease of
notation we assume that i = m, WLOG sin e the predi tor
an simply ignore some pre x of its input. In the proof
we des ribe an ora le fun tion R : f0; 1gt  [k℄ ! f0; 1g
running in time poly(m; q),t and we arguef that there exists
an advi e string A 2 f0; 1g for whi h R (A; i) = xi for all
i. Repla ing ora le alls with opies of the size s ir uit for
f , and hardwiring the \good" advi e string A, we obtain a
ir uit of size s  poly(m; q) omputing x, ontradi ting the
hardness of x.
The proof is somewhat lengthy, so we divide it into three
parts. In the rst part, we show the existen e of two referen e urves that satisfy ertain properties. In the se ond
part we show how to perform an interleaved learning step,
℄ x at some
whi h allows us to learn the evaluations of LDE
℄ x at some old
new lo ations given the evaluations of LDE
lo ations. In the third part, we des ribe how to use a short
sequen e of interleaved learning steps to learn xi , given i.
2

5.1 Part 1: reference curves
Set r = O(d2 log q). We show by the probabilisti method
that
there exist \good" degree r referen e urves C1 : Fq !
Fdq and C2 : Fq ! Fdq . By degree r we mean that j C1 and
j C2 are degree r univariate polynomials, for all j 2 [d℄.
Using Property (P~ 1) and the fa t that and  are Fq -linear

maps from Fdq to itself, we see that
℄ x ( m+i  ` C1 (b))
p(b) = j (Gx ( i  ` C1 (b))m ) = j LDE
is a degree  rdh univariate polynomial for all i 2 [qd 1℄,
all j 2 [d℄ and all ` 2 [d℄; the same holds for C2 .
We want C1 and C2 to satisfy the following three properties, for all i 2 [qd 1℄, all j 2 [d℄, and all ` 2 [d℄:
1. the su ess rate of f along any \shift" of C1 or C2 is
lose to its overall su ess rate :
Pr [9j f (Gx ( i ` C1 (b))1:::m 1 )j =
b2Fq
Gx ( i  ` C1 (b))m ℄  =2;
and the same holds for C2 .
(1) is a xed set of at most 4 3 degree  rdh
2. If Ti;j;`
univariate polynomials in luding
p(b) = j (Gx ( i  ` C1 (b))m )
(1) su h that p0 6 p, there exists
then for all p0 2 Ti;j;`
`
b 2 bj C1 (b) = 1  ` C2 (b) for whi h p0 (b) 6= p(b).

(2) is a xed set of at most 4 3 degree  rdh
3. If Ti;j;`
univariate polynomials in luding
p(b) = j (Gx ( i  ` C2 (b))m )
(2) su h that p0 6 p, there exists
then for all p0 2 Ti;j;`
b 2 fbjC1 (b) = C2 (b)g for whi h p0 (b) 6= p(b).
Pi king C1 and C2 randomly as spe i ed in [15℄, we get
that for xed i, j , and `, the1 above three properties hold with
probability at least 1 2d qd . Then by the union bound, C1
and C2 satisfy the above three properties for all i, j , and `
simultaneously with probability at least 1=2. Therefore the
desired C1 and C2 exist. The details of this argument follow
[15℄ losely; for ompleteness we now brie y des ribe how to
pi k the0 urves.
Set r = r=(d + 1) and pi k r random elements of Fq :
2

b01 ; : : : ; b0r0 ; b11 ; : : : ; b1r0 ; : : : ; bd1 ; : : : ; bdr0

and r random ve tors in Fdq :

v01 ; : : : ; v0r0 ; v11 ; : : : ; v1r0 ; : : : ; vd1 ; : : : ; vdr0 :
Curves C1 and C2 are degree (r 1) urves for whi h C1 (bij ) =
vij for all i; j and C2 (bij ) = vij for i = 0 and all j , and
i
C2 (bij ) = q vij for all i > 0 and all j . 
It is lear that for all i and all `, the set i `C1 (b)jb 2 Fq
is an r-wise independent set of points in Fdq , and the same
holds with respe t to C2 . This implies that property (1)

holds with very high probability, using a higher-moment
tail inequality. It is also lear that fbjC1 (b) = C2 (b)g =
fb0j gj2[r0℄ is a set of r0 random points in Fq , whi h implies
that property
(3) holds with very high probability. Similarly, bj` C1 (b) = 1 `C2 (b) = b(d `)j j2[r0 ℄ is a set
of r0 random points in Fq , whi h implies that property (2)
holds with very high probability.

5.2 Part 2: a single interleaved learning step
For all i 2 [qd 1℄ and all ` 2 [d℄, we des ribe how to learn

the values of
Gx ( i  ` C1 (b))m and Gx ( i  ` C2 (b))m 8b 2 Fq
given the values of
Gx ( i  ` C1 (b))1:::m 1 and Gx ( i  ` C2 (b))1:::m 1 8b 2 Fq
in poly(m; q) time, with ora le a ess to the next-element
predi tor f . The algorithm follows:
 ompute a set of \predi ted" values for all j 2 [d℄ and
b 2 Fq , using q alls to f :
n
o
(1) =  f (G ( i  ` C (b))
:
Sj;b
j
x
1 1:::m 1 )s
s2[ ℄
2

 Noti e that pj (b) = j (Gx ( i `C1 (b))m ) is a univariate polynomial of degree  rdh, and by property (1) in

Part 1, it agreesn with at least (=2)q ofothe (point, eval(1) . Using Lemma
uation) pairs (b; ) : b 2 Fq ; 2 Sj;b
(1) of at most 4 3 degree
3, we ompute the set Ti;j;`
 rdh polynomials with this agreement.
 We know the values of
Gx ( i  ` C2 (b))m 1 = Gx ( i 1  ` C2 (b))m

for all b 2 Fq , so using property (2) in Part 1, we
(1) (by sele ting the unique
an pi k pj (b) out of Ti;j;`
polynomial that agrees with the evaluations of
j (Gx ( i  ` C1 (b))m )
that
we alreadyj know) for all j . Sin e Gx ( i `C1 (b))m =
Pd 1
q
, we have learned Gx ( i ` C1 (b))m .
j =0 pj (b)
 Repeat with respe t to C2 ; that is, ompute sets of
(2) , use Lemma 3 to ompute sets
predi ted values Sj;b
(2) , and use property (3)
of andidate polynomials Ti;j;`
in Part 1 to pi k the \ orre t" andidate
polynomials
(sin e we now know the values Gx ( i ` C1i(b))` m for all
b 2 Fq ). In the end we have learned Gx (  C2 (b))m .
Altogether, the above algorithm requires poly(m; q) time
with ora le a ess to f .
5.3 Part 3: a sequence of interleaved learning
steps
Given i 2 [k℄, we show how to use a short sequen e of at
most dmq interleaved learning steps to learn xi , given the

values of
Gx (C1 (b))1:::m 1 and Gx (C2 (b))1:::m 1 8b 2 Fq :
We will use Vj;` as shorthand for \the values of
Gx ( j m  ` C1 (b))m and Gx ( j m  ` C2 (b))m
for all b 2 Fq ." Sin e qd 1 = 0d and d = 0 , we onsider
the subs ripts of Vj;` modulo q 1 and d, respe tively.
Noti e that for all i and all ` a single interleaved learning step
allows us to learn Vi+m;` from Vi+1;`; Vi+2;` ; : : : ; Vi+m 1;` .
The key onsequen e of Property (P~ 3) that we use is that
Viq;`+1 an be eÆ iently omputed from Vi;` , and vi e versa,
for all i and `. This follows from:
℄ x ( i  ` C1 (b))
 (Gx ( i m  ` C1 (b))m ) =  LDE
℄ x ( ( i  ` C1 (b)))
= LDE
℄ x ( iq  `+1 C1 (b))
= LDE
= Gx ( iq m `+1 C1 (b))m
for all b 2 Fq , whi h also holds with respe t to C2 . d
We now pro eed to des ribe the algorithm. Let 2 [q 1℄
be su h that = C1 (0), and set t = mq. SetPb =d `1(i) 1,
and write it in its q-ary representation: b = `=0 b` q` .
 Set a(0) = 0. Noti e that
Va(0) +1;0 ; Va(0) +2;0 ; : : : ; Va(0) +(m 1);0

are given. Use interleaved learning to learn

Va(0) +m;0 ; Va(0) +(m+1);0 ; : : : ; Va(0) +t;0 :

 For ` = 1; 2; : : : ; d 1:

an be easily omputed from
Va(`

`

+b` 1 +q; (` 1) ; Va(` 1) +b` 1 +2q; (` 1) ;
: : : ; Va(` 1) +b` 1 +(m 1)q; (` 1) ;
1)

Use inter-

Va(`) +m; ` ; Va(`) +(m+1); ` ; : : : ; Va(`) +t; ` :

 Set a(d) = (a(d

1) + bd 1 )q d 1 .

Noti e that Va d +1; d
an be eÆ iently omputed from Va d +bd +q; (d 1)
whi h we know from the previous step. Output
d
0 (Gx ( a +1 m C1 (0))m );
whose value is ontained in Va d +1; d .
By an easy indu tion on `, we see that for ` = 1; 2; : : : d,
( )

(

1)

1

( )

( )

a(`) =

d
X1

j =d `

bj d+` q j ;

where all integers are onsidered modulo qd 1. We on lude
that we have output xi , sin e:
d
d
℄ x ( a +1 C1 (0))
0 (Gx ( a +1 m C1 (0))m ) = 0 LDE
℄ x ( b+1 C1 (0))
= 0 LDE
℄ x ( `(i) ) = xi ;
= 0 LDE
using Property (P~ 2) for the last equality. The total number
of interleaved learning steps we used was d(t m +1)  dmq.
( )

( )

5.4 Putting it all together

It remains to des ribe the advi e required for the above
pro edure to get started. We need to provide:
 degree r urves C1 and C2 satisfying the three properties listed in subsed tion 5.1. Ea h an be des ribed by
r oeÆ ients in Fq .
 values of
Gx (C1 (b))1:::m 1 and Gx (C2 (b))1:::m 1
for all b 2 Fq . As we have observed, these an be des ribed as 2d(m 1) di erent degree  rdh univariate
polynomials, ea h requiring rdh oeÆ ients in Fq .
 integer 2 [qd 1℄ for whi h = C1 (0), and a few
mis ellaneous items for eld arithmeti : the basis for
Fqd over Fq , the irredu ible polynomial used to onstru t the extension eld, and the primitive element
.
Altogether the advi e string has length (2rd + 2rd2 h(m
1)+ O(d)) log q = poly(m; q). The overall running time with
ora le a ess to f is also poly(m; q), so after substituting
our size s ir uit for f , and hardwiring the advi e, we get a
ir uit of size at most s  poly(m; q) that omputes xi given
i, ontradi ting the hardness of x. This on ludes the proof
of the main theorem.
6. CONCLUSIONS

- Set a(`) = (a(` 1) + b` 1 )qd 1 . Noti e that
Va(`) +1; ` ; Va(`) +2; ` ; : : : ; Va(`) +(m 1);

whi h we know from the previous step.

leaved learning to learn

We have given an optimal (up to a polynomial) onstru tion of PRGs from hard fun tions. The basi framework of
[18℄, as extended by [15℄, has now been used to onstru t
quite a variety of derandomization obje ts { extra tors for
a wide range of parameters, optimal HSGs, optimal nondeterministi HSGs (from SV-nondeterministi hardness, a
la [13℄), and in the present paper, optimal PRGs. We remark

that the extension to non-deterministi HSGs in [15℄ also
applies to our PRG onstru tion, so a further onsequen e
of this paper is a onstru tion of optimal non-deterministi
PRGs.
It seems that even quite elementary algebra is a useful
tool in this arena, and as noted in the introdu tion it would
be interesting to see if the urrent set of ideas with some
new tri ks an produ e optimal extra tors, whi h remain an
important and so-far elusive goal in this area.
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